College World

Caltech Modifies Take Home Labs: In Competition With Burtonites

Try as we might, we seem unable to get away from taking articles from The Californian Tech (Caltech). Our one resolution is that they periodically reprint editorials from that periodical. A particular column, "Brewins," written by "Brewins," seems to come up with a majority of reprintable stories. Brewins has reported on the Caltech version of the MIT take-home labs.

"Pass the Butters"

Reports trickle to Brewins on escapade of anonymous House over disgraceful outside-class experimentation. Latest indications show that approximately 500 slices of gi/, bread fresh from Saga staler, were coated with the high-priced spread and released from a height, subject only to laws of gravity. Pursuit of escaped bread was a project in Tanganyika. The bread, which involved research and development on optical systems, instruments, and analytical methods of analysis for complex organic resin systems, while strong background systems to study relationships of intermediate gelatin subbing systems, and analytical methods of analysis for complex organic resin systems.

IMMEDIATE OPENINGS NOW EXIST FOR:

OPTICAL ENGINEERS

Physicists

PHYSICISTS

ELECTRONICS ENGINEER (BS or MS)

MATHEMATICIAN (BS or MS in Math)

Programming experience desirable.
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